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Abstract: A key component of wave energy converters (WECs), which determines the technical
and economic performance of WECs, is the power take-off (PTO) system. This WEC subsystem
converts the hydrodynamic excitation of the WEC into useful mechanical and, typically,
electrical energy. It is well known that WEC control systems have the capability to significantly
enhance the performance of WECs, but are limited in scope by the physical PTO displacement
and force constraints. A variety of WEC control algorithms have the capacity to include the
PTO constraints within the (constrained) optimal control formulation, delivering performance
which takes maximum advantage of the available operational space, but avoiding exceedance
of device/PTO specifications. However, little consideration is given to the interplay between
the constraint levels and the maximum achievable performance. This paper examines, from an
economic perspective, the trade-off between energy receipts and the capital cost of force and
displacement constraints in a typical heaving point absorber WEC.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Despite the need for increasing amounts, and diversity,
of renewable energy sources, wave energy has not yet
reached commercial deployment. There are a number of
reasons for this, not least the harsh ocean environment,
the oscillating nature of the wave energy flux, relatively
high force/velocity ratios, and the need for a dynami-
cal mechanical system to survive extreme sea states. A
complicating factor is the many and varied principles of
operation of wave energy converters (WECs), exploiting
a variety of wave characteristics, resulting in a lack of
technology convergence. Ultimately, for commercial suc-
cess, wave energy must achieve a Levelised Cost of Energy
(LCoE) which is competitive with other renewable, and
conventional, energy sources.

To this end, control technology has been identified as a
potentially significant contributor to lowering the LCoE
(Chang et al., 2018), while various optimisation studies
have been carried out to identify the optimum WEC
geometry (McCabe et al., 2010; Garcia-Teruel and Fore-
hand, 2021; Guo and Ringwood, 2021). Significantly less
attention has been paid to optimisation of the power
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take-off (PTO) system, with PTO optimisation studies
typically focussing on the control settings (e.g. (Neshat
et al., 2019)), rather than the specification of the PTO
structure, or configuration. A useful review of WEC PTO
systems can be found in (Ahamed et al., 2020).

Though the ‘control co-design’ label has only recently been
employed to describe studies where optimisation is car-
ried out in a ‘control-aware’ sense, the significance of the
choice of control method, and/or tuning parameters, on
various optimisation objectives and co-designed optimal
parameters, has been the subject of a number of studies.
For example, Garcia-Rosa and Ringwood (2015) show the
interaction between control and optimal WEC geometry,
while studies by Garcia-Rosa et al. (2015b) and Neshat
et al. (2019) demonstrate the interaction between optimal
array layout and control. However, the subject of PTO
specification, in terms of either optimisation, or control
co-design, has received comparatively little attention. One
study, that does incorporate PTO constraints as a focal
point, is that by Garcia-Rosa et al. (2015a), but with an
emphasis on the effect of constraints on the optimal WEC
geometry, rather than optimisation of the PTO specifica-
tions themselves. The study by Tan et al. (2022) is relevant
in addressing PTO sizing, but uses a simple unconstrained
control solution, which obscures the relationship between
PTO size/capacity (constraints) and control performance.
However, Tan et al. (2022) do incorporate a useful techno-
economic treatment.
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Bacelli and Ringwood (2013) provides a mathemati-
cal/graphical platform for the investigation of the effect of
PTO specifications on the optimal WEC control problem
solution, using pseudospectral control as a basis, but their
approach has the following drawbacks:

(a) Some conservatism is built into the constraint satis-
faction analysis, due to to the need to convert from
an infinity norm metric to a 2-norm metric, and

(b) The analysis is cumbersome for the panchromatic
case.

Nevertheless, the analysis in (Bacelli and Ringwood, 2013)
provides sufficient inspiration to consider how PTO specifi-
cations might be optimally configured. For example, Fig.1
shows the case for a vertical cylinder with diameter 10
m, draft 25 m and mass of 4.9 x 105 kg. The incident
(monochromatic) sea is of 3 m amplitude, with a wave
period of 11.4 s. PTO amplitude and force constraints are
set at 3 m and 200 kN respectively. An intuitive feature of
this representation is that the distance between force and
position constraint circle centres, given by Pc, represents
the magnitude of the wave excitation force, with a smaller
Pc giving a larger viable control solution, represented by
the shaded area. While the optimal unconstrained solu-
tion (in terms of P1 and P2) is given by P̄ , the optimal
constrained solution is P̄constr. Clearly, from Fig.1, there
is little advantage in increasing the position constraint,
since there will be little movement in P̄constr towards P̄ .
However, in contrast, if the force constraint is relaxed,
significant movement of P̄constr towards P̄ is achieved.

Fig. 1. Representation of a viable constrained control so-
lution (adapted from (Bacelli and Ringwood, 2013)).
Dotted lines show the energy contours, with a maxi-
mum at P̄ . P1 and P2 are the coefficients of sin and
cos in the pseudospectral representation

This paper addresses the type of problem articulated in
Fig.1, but from a overall system (economic) performance
perspective. A similar (pseudospectral) controller to that
of Bacelli and Ringwood (2013) is adopted, but a full
panchromatic analysis is incorporated. While the intuitive
graphical appeal of the representation in Fig.1 is lost, due
to the necessary adoption of a numerical approach, the
conservatism highlighted in (a) above is circumvented. A
key objective, and challenge, is balancing the value of the
extra energy captured against the capital cost of increases
in displacement and/or force constraints.

The remainder of the paper is laid out as follows: The
metrics and performance function, ultimately distilled to
economic quantities and employed in the analysis, are de-

scribed in Section 3. The optimal constrained pseudospec-
tral control solution used is described briefly in Section
4.1.1, while the optimisation procedure is detailed in Sec-
tion 4.2. An illustrative example of the PTO optimisation
procedure is presented in Section 5 and conclusions are
drawn in Section 6.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

For the sake of simplicity, a heaving point absorber (PA)
WEC system 1 , moving in one degree of freedom (DoF),
is considered in this study. The relative motion of the
device, measured from its equilibrium position, i.e. the still
water level (SWL), is transformed into electric energy by
means of the power-take-off (PTO) system, consisting of a
linear generator, which is anchored to the sea bottom, as
sketched in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Generic heaving point absorber, moving in one
degree of freedom

2.1 Mathematical model

Using linear potential flow theory and Cummins’ equation
(Cummins, 1962), the motion of a single DoF WEC, as
depicted in Fig. 2, can be described, for t ∈ R+, by

(m+m∞)z̈(t) = fex(t)−fPTO(t)−khz(t)−hr ⋆ ż(t), (1)

where the symbol ⋆ represents convolution, fex(t) is the
wave excitation force, fh(t) the hydrostatic restoring force,
m ∈ R+ the mass of the device, fPTO(t) the control
force applied through the PTO system, kh the hydrostatic
stiffness, hr(t) the radiation impulse response kernel, with
z(t), ż(t), and, z̈(t) representing the displacement, velocity,
and acceleration of the WEC, respectively. In Eq. (1),
m∞ = limω→∞ Ar(ω), with Ar(ω) and Br(ω) the so-called
radiation added-mass and damping, respectively, defined
from Ogilvie’s relations (Ogilvie, 1964).

2.2 PTO specification

In this study, the PTO system is assumed to be a direct
drive linear generator, as depicted in Fig. 2. In addition,
the PTO technology under consideration is assumed to
have bidirectional power flow functionality, with the ability
to apply both positive and negative control forces. Such

1 Point absorber refers to a WEC system that extracts energy
through the relative motion between a body that moves in response
to wave forcing and fixed or immobile structures.

a PTO structure is widely considered throughout the
literature for PA structures (Têtu, 2017). It is relatively
easy to calculate the cost of these PTO systems, based
on the required materials (see, for example, the studies
presented by Tokat and Thiringer (2017) and Hodgins
et al. (2011)). As explained in Section 3, the cost of the
PTO system can be defined using its physical specification,
such as maximum (or nominal) force, Fmax, and stroke,
Smax. Thus, the operational range of the complete WEC
system, given by the PTO specifications, is as follows:

|z(t)| ≤ Smax,
|fPTO(t)| ≤ Fmax.

(2)

3. ESTABLISHING A PERFORMANCE FUNCTION

As highlighted in Section 1, LCoE is the key metric which
determines the economic viability, and profitability, of a
wave energy project. To that end, LCoE is adopted as the
fundamental objective, defined as:

LCoE = (CapEx + OpEx)/(Energy production), (3)

where CapEx ($) denotes capital expenditure and OpEx
($) denotes operational expenditure. Since energy produc-
tion (EP) is measured in Wh, the units of LCoE are $/Wh.
As a reference, recent LCoE estimates (Stehly et al., 2020)
for wind energy are 38 $/MWh and 85 $/MWh, for onshore
and (fixed bottom) offshore, respectively.

Variation in PTO constraints primarily affects CapEx and
EP and, while some connections have been established
between OpEx and control action (Nielsen et al., 2017)
(which also relate to PTO constraints), for the purpose of
the analysis in this paper, it will be assumed that OpEx
is simply specified as a proportion of CapEx (OpEx =
q·CapEx, 0 ≤ q ≤ 1), which accounts for extra OpEx
associated with a larger PTO system (more generous
stroke and force constraints).

An assumption will also be made that PTO costs (CPTO)
are a fixed proportion of CapEx, estimated at 20% (Tan
et al., 2022), so that CapEx = CPTO + CWEC = 5CPTO,
where CWEC is the cost of the WEC system, excluding
PTO. In order to calculate CPTO, the 2MW linear gener-
ator presented by Hodgins et al. (2011) is considered as
a reference. The PTO system is composed of two main
physical parts: (1) the translator, the moving part that
contains an iron core and the permanent magnets; and
(2) the stator, the shaft on which the translator moves,
containing the copper coils. The maximum force of the
generator is defined by the length of the translator (Ltrans)
but, due to the modular structure of this type of PTO,
several generators can be stacked in parallel to reduce
Ltrans. Thus, the cost of the PTO materials can be divided
into stator (Cstat) and translator (Ctrans) costs, defined as

Ctrans = Fmax · CoF = ngen · Ftrans · CoF
Cstat = ngen · (Ltrans + Smax) · CoS,

(4)

where ngen is the number of generators stacked in parallel,
Ftrans the force capacity of each translator, and CoS and
CoF are costs per unit length of stroke ($/m) and per unit
force rating ($/N), respectively. Equation (5) provides an
explicit relationship between the physical constraints (as
implemented by the control system) and the translator and
stator costs, which ultimately feed into LCoE. It should
be noted that CoS and CoF can be calculated from the

material requirements provided in (Hodgins et al., 2011).
Thus, CoS and CoF can be straightforwardly obtained as
a function of the unit costs of steel (Cst), copper (Ccu),
magnets (Cmg), and epoxy resin (Cep), as follows:

CoF = µtrns
st + µtrns

mg ,

CoS = µsttr
st + µsttr

cu + µsttr
ep ,

(5)

where the subscripts {·}st, {·}mg, {·}cu, and {·}ep refer
to the properties of steel, magnets, copper, and epoxy
resin, respectively, and the superscripts {·}trns and {·}sttr
refer to translator and stator properties, respectively. In
Eq. (5), the right-hand side coefficients are defined as
µtrns
{·} = C{·} · m{·}/F

trns and µsttr
{·} = C{·} · m{·}/L

sttr,

with F trns and Lsttr the translator force and stator length,
respectively. Note that the parameters required in Eq. (5)
can be obtained by scaling the magnitudes considered in
the analysis presented by Hodgins et al. (2011). In this
study, ngen is selected for each Fmax so that Ltrans < 10m.
Finally, CPTO can be defined as

CPTO = 2.5 · (Cstat +Ctrans) + Celec, (6)

where Celec is the cost of the power electronics, which
depends on the power rating of the PTO (Hodgins et al.,
2011), and the factor of 2.5 is included to account for the
manufacturing process. With this set of cost assumptions,
(3) can now be recast as:

LCoE = γ · CPTO/EP, (7)

where γ = 5q. However, since γ is a constant, the
optimal Smax and Fmax which minimise (7) are those that
minimise:

LCoE = CPTO/EP, (8)

with LCoE now adopted as the performance objective. We
note that, in the paper, there is some inconsistency in the
assumption of CWEC being a proportion of CPTO, since we
will assume that, as the PTO changes, the size of the WEC
body remains constant (allowing a single hydrodynamic
model to be used). This inconsistency is sustained on the
basis of focusing on the PTO control co-design problem,
where changes in Smax and Fmax, considering a constrained
pseudo-spectral control solution, affect both the numerator
and denominator of (8).

4. CONTROL CO-DESIGN

4.1 Control solution

In this paper, a pseudospectral method is utilised to
discretise the problem which approximates the states and
control variables, in an N -dimensional vector space, with
a linear combination of orthogonal basis functions, Φ =
{ϕi}Ni=1. The states and the control signal of the system
are approximated as follows:

zi(t) ≈ zNi (t) =

N∑
j=1

ϕj(t)zij = Φ(t)ẑi

fPTO(t) ≈ fN
PTO(t) =

N∑
j=1

ϕj(t)fPTOj = Φ(t)f̂PTO,

(9)

where weight vectors are grouped as ẑi = [zi1 · · · ziN ]⊺ ∈
RN , and f̂PTO = [fPTO1, · · · fPTON ]⊺ ∈ RN . These vectors
are determined by forcing the projection of the residual
functions over the set of test functions Ψ = {ψj}Nj=1 to be
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a PTO structure is widely considered throughout the
literature for PA structures (Têtu, 2017). It is relatively
easy to calculate the cost of these PTO systems, based
on the required materials (see, for example, the studies
presented by Tokat and Thiringer (2017) and Hodgins
et al. (2011)). As explained in Section 3, the cost of the
PTO system can be defined using its physical specification,
such as maximum (or nominal) force, Fmax, and stroke,
Smax. Thus, the operational range of the complete WEC
system, given by the PTO specifications, is as follows:

|z(t)| ≤ Smax,
|fPTO(t)| ≤ Fmax.

(2)

3. ESTABLISHING A PERFORMANCE FUNCTION

As highlighted in Section 1, LCoE is the key metric which
determines the economic viability, and profitability, of a
wave energy project. To that end, LCoE is adopted as the
fundamental objective, defined as:

LCoE = (CapEx + OpEx)/(Energy production), (3)

where CapEx ($) denotes capital expenditure and OpEx
($) denotes operational expenditure. Since energy produc-
tion (EP) is measured in Wh, the units of LCoE are $/Wh.
As a reference, recent LCoE estimates (Stehly et al., 2020)
for wind energy are 38 $/MWh and 85 $/MWh, for onshore
and (fixed bottom) offshore, respectively.

Variation in PTO constraints primarily affects CapEx and
EP and, while some connections have been established
between OpEx and control action (Nielsen et al., 2017)
(which also relate to PTO constraints), for the purpose of
the analysis in this paper, it will be assumed that OpEx
is simply specified as a proportion of CapEx (OpEx =
q·CapEx, 0 ≤ q ≤ 1), which accounts for extra OpEx
associated with a larger PTO system (more generous
stroke and force constraints).

An assumption will also be made that PTO costs (CPTO)
are a fixed proportion of CapEx, estimated at 20% (Tan
et al., 2022), so that CapEx = CPTO + CWEC = 5CPTO,
where CWEC is the cost of the WEC system, excluding
PTO. In order to calculate CPTO, the 2MW linear gener-
ator presented by Hodgins et al. (2011) is considered as
a reference. The PTO system is composed of two main
physical parts: (1) the translator, the moving part that
contains an iron core and the permanent magnets; and
(2) the stator, the shaft on which the translator moves,
containing the copper coils. The maximum force of the
generator is defined by the length of the translator (Ltrans)
but, due to the modular structure of this type of PTO,
several generators can be stacked in parallel to reduce
Ltrans. Thus, the cost of the PTO materials can be divided
into stator (Cstat) and translator (Ctrans) costs, defined as

Ctrans = Fmax · CoF = ngen · Ftrans · CoF
Cstat = ngen · (Ltrans + Smax) · CoS,

(4)

where ngen is the number of generators stacked in parallel,
Ftrans the force capacity of each translator, and CoS and
CoF are costs per unit length of stroke ($/m) and per unit
force rating ($/N), respectively. Equation (5) provides an
explicit relationship between the physical constraints (as
implemented by the control system) and the translator and
stator costs, which ultimately feed into LCoE. It should
be noted that CoS and CoF can be calculated from the

material requirements provided in (Hodgins et al., 2011).
Thus, CoS and CoF can be straightforwardly obtained as
a function of the unit costs of steel (Cst), copper (Ccu),
magnets (Cmg), and epoxy resin (Cep), as follows:

CoF = µtrns
st + µtrns

mg ,

CoS = µsttr
st + µsttr

cu + µsttr
ep ,

(5)

where the subscripts {·}st, {·}mg, {·}cu, and {·}ep refer
to the properties of steel, magnets, copper, and epoxy
resin, respectively, and the superscripts {·}trns and {·}sttr
refer to translator and stator properties, respectively. In
Eq. (5), the right-hand side coefficients are defined as
µtrns
{·} = C{·} · m{·}/F

trns and µsttr
{·} = C{·} · m{·}/L

sttr,

with F trns and Lsttr the translator force and stator length,
respectively. Note that the parameters required in Eq. (5)
can be obtained by scaling the magnitudes considered in
the analysis presented by Hodgins et al. (2011). In this
study, ngen is selected for each Fmax so that Ltrans < 10m.
Finally, CPTO can be defined as

CPTO = 2.5 · (Cstat +Ctrans) + Celec, (6)

where Celec is the cost of the power electronics, which
depends on the power rating of the PTO (Hodgins et al.,
2011), and the factor of 2.5 is included to account for the
manufacturing process. With this set of cost assumptions,
(3) can now be recast as:

LCoE = γ · CPTO/EP, (7)

where γ = 5q. However, since γ is a constant, the
optimal Smax and Fmax which minimise (7) are those that
minimise:

LCoE = CPTO/EP, (8)

with LCoE now adopted as the performance objective. We
note that, in the paper, there is some inconsistency in the
assumption of CWEC being a proportion of CPTO, since we
will assume that, as the PTO changes, the size of the WEC
body remains constant (allowing a single hydrodynamic
model to be used). This inconsistency is sustained on the
basis of focusing on the PTO control co-design problem,
where changes in Smax and Fmax, considering a constrained
pseudo-spectral control solution, affect both the numerator
and denominator of (8).

4. CONTROL CO-DESIGN

4.1 Control solution

In this paper, a pseudospectral method is utilised to
discretise the problem which approximates the states and
control variables, in an N -dimensional vector space, with
a linear combination of orthogonal basis functions, Φ =
{ϕi}Ni=1. The states and the control signal of the system
are approximated as follows:

zi(t) ≈ zNi (t) =

N∑
j=1

ϕj(t)zij = Φ(t)ẑi

fPTO(t) ≈ fN
PTO(t) =

N∑
j=1

ϕj(t)fPTOj = Φ(t)f̂PTO,

(9)

where weight vectors are grouped as ẑi = [zi1 · · · ziN ]⊺ ∈
RN , and f̂PTO = [fPTO1, · · · fPTON ]⊺ ∈ RN . These vectors
are determined by forcing the projection of the residual
functions over the set of test functions Ψ = {ψj}Nj=1 to be
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zero. Using this pseudospectral method, the approxima-
tion of the equation of motion results in the linear system:

v̂ = Go(f̂ex − f̂PTO), (10)

where v̂ = [v1 v2 · · · vN ]⊺, where v, representing velocity,
corresponds to the approximation of ż(t), which can be
obtained by a linear combination of the vectors ẑi, and

f̂PTO. Go, which represents the force-to-velocity system

model, indicates the mapping between f̂PTO + f̂ex, which
is the approximation of the input fi(t) = fPTO(t)+fex(t),

and v̂. Additionally, in Eq. (10), f̂ex = [fex1, · · · fexN ]⊺ ∈
Rn, where the set {fexi}Ni=1 contains the coefficients of
the excitation force approximation on the basis Φ(T), i.e.

fex(t) = Fex(T) ≈ Φ(T)f̂ex, with T = {t1, t2, . . . , tM},
indicating an equally spaced time discretisation set with
a sampling rate tm. Thus, using Φ(T) and the time series
related to each variable, e.g. fex(t), fPTO, v(t), etc, each
corresponding pseudospectral approximation is obtained.
Thus, coefficients of the excitation force, ê, are computed
as follows:

f̂ex = (Φ(T)⊺Φ(T))−1Φ(T)TFex(T). (11)

The basis functions are chosen such that Go satisfies

Go =

N/2⊕
k=1

[
Ro

k Io
k

−Io
k Ro

k

]
, (12)

where

Ro
k = Re{go(jωk)}, Io

k = Im{go(jωk)}, (13)

with Ro
k, Io

k ∈ R, and go(jωk) representing the nomi-
nal frequency response of the system, at frequencies ωk.
Additionally, Go ∈ Rn is a block diagonal matrix and
the symbol

⊕
denotes the direct sum of n matrices, i.e.⊕n

i=1 Ai = diag{A1, A2, · · · , An}.

Control Problem: The control objective for the WEC
system is to maximise the total absorbed energy. For a
WEC system, which is subject to an external excitation
force fex(t) and is controlled via a control force u(t), the
total absorbed energy over the interval [0 T ], is computed
as:

E = −
∫ T

0

Pdt = −
∫ T

0

ż⊺(t)fPTO(t)dt, (14)

where E is the absorbed energy (in J), P the instantaneous
power (in W), and fPTO(t) and ż(t) are the control force
and the device velocity (in N and m/s), respectively, both
introduced in Eq (1). The interested reader is referred
to (Falnes, 2002) for a detailed derivation of Eq. (14).
The optimal control problem consists of obtaining the
PTO control force fPTO(t) that maximizes the objective
function in Eq (14), subject to the equation of motion. Due
to orthogonality of the basis functions ϕj , the application
of pseudospectral approximations to the objective function
in Eq. (14) results in:

JN =

∫ T

0

f̂⊺PTOΦ
⊺(t)Φ(t)v̂ = −T

2
f̂⊺PTOv̂, (15)

transforming the integral relationship of Eq. (14) into an
algebraic equation.

Optimal solution: Using speudospectral methods, the
control problem for WEC systems can now be described
as follows:

f̂⋆PTO ← max
f̂PTO∈RN

← JN

subject to: C
, (16)

which is a finite dimension quadratic optimisation prob-
lem, where the optimisation is carried out solely over the
control variable û, and C represents a set of constraints
arising from the physical limitations of the WEC system.
In particular, for the application case in Section 5, the
maximum PTO force (Fmax) and stroke length (Smax), are
considered in the definition of C. In general, to fulfil the
specified set of constraints, given in this study in Eq. (2),
one possible approach is to enforce the constraints only at
a set of specified time instants, referred to as collocation
points, defined in a vector Tc = [t1, t2, . . . tNc ]. Thus,
for this study, the set of constraints in Eq. (2) can be
translated into an inequality constraint, as follows

C :=

[
APTO

AZ

]
f̂⊺PTO ≤

[
bPTO

bZ

]
, (17)

where

APTO =

[
Φ(Tc)
−Φ(Tc)

]
, AZ =

[
Φ(Tc)Go

−Φ(Tc)Go

]
,

bPTO =

[
Fmax1̂
Fmax1̂

]
, bZ =

[
Smax1̂− Φ(Tc)f̂ex
Smax1̂+Φ(Tc)f̂ex

]
,

(18)

with 1̂ ∈ R2Nc×1 a column vector of ones. The problem
stated in Eq. (16) can be solved with standard numerical
toolboxes.

4.2 PTO specification optimisation procedure

The optimisation problem considered for the PTO co-
design methodology proposed in this study, can be ex-
pressed as follows 2 :[

F ⋆
max

S⋆
max

]⊺
← min

[Fmax, Smax]∈R2
LCoE

subject to: Solve Eq. (16)
Fmax ∈

[
F ℓ
max F

u
max

]
,

Smax ∈
[
Sℓ
max, S

u
max

]
,

(19)

where the superscripts ℓ and u indicate the considered
upper and lower bounds for the constraint analysis, respec-
tively. In this study, the optimisation problem introduced
in Eq. (19) is solved using a brute-force search methodol-
ogy. However, it must be noted that the problem stated
in Eq. (19) can be addressed using, for example, multi-
objective optimisation routines (Miettinen, 2012), or other
numerical search methods, as applied in a number of co-
design studies. However, the use of a brute-force method,
which amounts to a parametric study, has certain advan-
tages since, by examining the full landscape of possibilities,
it explicitly evidences the interplay between parameters,
which gives further insight into the problem and solution
domains.

5. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

For the illustrative example of this section, a heaving
10 m diameter and 25 m draft cylinder, similar to that
mentioned in Section 1 (Bacelli and Ringwood, 2013), is

2 Note that the total absorbed energy, indicated in Eq. (14), im-
plicitly affects the value of LCoE in (8) via the control solution of
(16).

selected. It is important to note that, due to the cylindrical
structure of the considered WEC system, the 25 m draft
length, and the stroke range under study, the linearity as-
sumption considered for the analysis provides a consistent
framework. While a more comprehensive analysis of the
resulting performance would include a nonlinear dynami-
cal characterisation of the system, the considered frame-
work permits a reasonably accurate assessment of the final
performance. A more complete performance assessment,
considering a nonlinear description of the system, is be-
yond the scope of this preliminary study. The analysis of
the PTO force and stroke constraints, as introduced in
Eq. (19), is carried out using F ℓ

max = 5 · 104 N, Fu
max = 5 ·

108 N, Sℓ
max = 5 m, and Su

max = 50 m. In order to compute
LCoE for each PTO configuration as shown in Eq. (8), the
energy produced by the WEC must be estimated. To this
end, it is assumed that the life expectancy of the device
is 20 years and that there is no interruption to power
production over the lifetime of the device (for simplicity).
Also, again for the sake of simplicity, a single panchromatic
sea state is considered in this study. However, a more com-
prehensive treatment would utilise a scatter plot (Barstow
et al., 2008) to give a statistical description of the sea
conditions at a particular wave energy site. The waves are
synthesised using filtered white noise (Tucker et al., 1984),
based on a JONSWAP spectrum (Hasselmann, 1973), and
the considered parameters are a significant wave height
Hs = 6.5 m, peak period Tp = 10 s, and steepness factor
γ = 3.3. Thus, both the WEC structure and the sea-state
considered in this study, have been also used by Bacelli
and Ringwood (2013). To produce statistically consistent
results, 14 realisations of the considered sea-state are used.
Each simulation is performed over 200 s, which represents
20 times the peak period of the considered sea-state. The
optimisation problem for computation of the optimal con-
trol force, expressed in Eq. (16), is solved via an interior-
point method, using the Optimisation Toolbox in Matlab
R2021.

To calculate CPTO, the material cost coefficients specified
in (Tokat and Thiringer, 2017; Hodgins et al., 2011) are
considered, and listed in Table 1. Using the material cost
information provided in Table 1, and considering the linear
generator introduced by Hodgins et al. (2011) as a refer-
ence, values of CoS=1.48·103$/m and CoF=0.1656$/N are
obtained. Thus, the total PTO system costs, as defined in
Eq. (6), for the different stroke and force constraint ranges,
are depicted in Fig. 3. It can be noted, from Fig.3, that
a significantly nonlinear relationship between the physical
constraints and CPTO exists, even for the relatively sim-
plistic set of cost relationships adopted in Section 3. It can
be noted in Fig. 3 that, for the considered stroke and force
constraint bounds, the CPTO increase along the Fmax axis
is significantly greater than that along the Smax axis, i.e.
the cost of PTO force capacity is significant.

Table 1. Cost coefficients of the PTO materials.

Material costs coefficients

Cst [$/kg] Ccu [$/kg] Cmg [$/kg] Cep [$/kg]
3.6 16.7 27.1 113.9

Fig. 4 shows the obtained LCoE values for the considered
Smax and Fmax combinations, with the minimum of LCoE,

Fig. 3. Cost of the PTO system for the considered dis-
placement and force constraints.

denoted as LCoE⋆, marked with a red dot. LCoE⋆ is
approximately 49.6$/MW, obtained for S⋆max ≈ 17m and
F⋆
max ≈ 2.59 · 105N. It is noticeable that LCoE increases

rapidly when moving away from the optimal PTO configu-
ration, which emphasises the importance that choosing the
correct PTO constraints has on the economic viability of a
WEC. To contextualise the results in Fig 4, the resulting
power in the unconstrained scenario, for the considered
sea state, is 6.036 MW, which can be considered as a
benchmark. However, it can be noted from the results
in Fig. 4 that, in the unconstrained case (i.e. sufficiently
large Smax and Fmax), the value of LCoE makes the WEC
system commercially unviable.

Fig. 4. Obtained LCoE for different Smax and Fmax. Note
that an inverted vertical axis is used for clarity of
presentation.

By way of example, Fig. 5 shows the motion of the
device, along with both fPTO and fex, for a given sea
state realisation using the obtained optimal S⋆max and
F⋆
max, confirming the capability of the controller in strictly

adhering to the specified physical constraints.

6. CONCLUSION

The paper examines the relationship between the achiev-
able force and stroke PTO constraint landscape, within
which the control problem has a feasible solution, and
the cost of achieving those constraints, closely related to
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selected. It is important to note that, due to the cylindrical
structure of the considered WEC system, the 25 m draft
length, and the stroke range under study, the linearity as-
sumption considered for the analysis provides a consistent
framework. While a more comprehensive analysis of the
resulting performance would include a nonlinear dynami-
cal characterisation of the system, the considered frame-
work permits a reasonably accurate assessment of the final
performance. A more complete performance assessment,
considering a nonlinear description of the system, is be-
yond the scope of this preliminary study. The analysis of
the PTO force and stroke constraints, as introduced in
Eq. (19), is carried out using F ℓ

max = 5 · 104 N, Fu
max = 5 ·

108 N, Sℓ
max = 5 m, and Su

max = 50 m. In order to compute
LCoE for each PTO configuration as shown in Eq. (8), the
energy produced by the WEC must be estimated. To this
end, it is assumed that the life expectancy of the device
is 20 years and that there is no interruption to power
production over the lifetime of the device (for simplicity).
Also, again for the sake of simplicity, a single panchromatic
sea state is considered in this study. However, a more com-
prehensive treatment would utilise a scatter plot (Barstow
et al., 2008) to give a statistical description of the sea
conditions at a particular wave energy site. The waves are
synthesised using filtered white noise (Tucker et al., 1984),
based on a JONSWAP spectrum (Hasselmann, 1973), and
the considered parameters are a significant wave height
Hs = 6.5 m, peak period Tp = 10 s, and steepness factor
γ = 3.3. Thus, both the WEC structure and the sea-state
considered in this study, have been also used by Bacelli
and Ringwood (2013). To produce statistically consistent
results, 14 realisations of the considered sea-state are used.
Each simulation is performed over 200 s, which represents
20 times the peak period of the considered sea-state. The
optimisation problem for computation of the optimal con-
trol force, expressed in Eq. (16), is solved via an interior-
point method, using the Optimisation Toolbox in Matlab
R2021.

To calculate CPTO, the material cost coefficients specified
in (Tokat and Thiringer, 2017; Hodgins et al., 2011) are
considered, and listed in Table 1. Using the material cost
information provided in Table 1, and considering the linear
generator introduced by Hodgins et al. (2011) as a refer-
ence, values of CoS=1.48·103$/m and CoF=0.1656$/N are
obtained. Thus, the total PTO system costs, as defined in
Eq. (6), for the different stroke and force constraint ranges,
are depicted in Fig. 3. It can be noted, from Fig.3, that
a significantly nonlinear relationship between the physical
constraints and CPTO exists, even for the relatively sim-
plistic set of cost relationships adopted in Section 3. It can
be noted in Fig. 3 that, for the considered stroke and force
constraint bounds, the CPTO increase along the Fmax axis
is significantly greater than that along the Smax axis, i.e.
the cost of PTO force capacity is significant.

Table 1. Cost coefficients of the PTO materials.

Material costs coefficients

Cst [$/kg] Ccu [$/kg] Cmg [$/kg] Cep [$/kg]
3.6 16.7 27.1 113.9

Fig. 4 shows the obtained LCoE values for the considered
Smax and Fmax combinations, with the minimum of LCoE,

Fig. 3. Cost of the PTO system for the considered dis-
placement and force constraints.

denoted as LCoE⋆, marked with a red dot. LCoE⋆ is
approximately 49.6$/MW, obtained for S⋆max ≈ 17m and
F⋆
max ≈ 2.59 · 105N. It is noticeable that LCoE increases

rapidly when moving away from the optimal PTO configu-
ration, which emphasises the importance that choosing the
correct PTO constraints has on the economic viability of a
WEC. To contextualise the results in Fig 4, the resulting
power in the unconstrained scenario, for the considered
sea state, is 6.036 MW, which can be considered as a
benchmark. However, it can be noted from the results
in Fig. 4 that, in the unconstrained case (i.e. sufficiently
large Smax and Fmax), the value of LCoE makes the WEC
system commercially unviable.

Fig. 4. Obtained LCoE for different Smax and Fmax. Note
that an inverted vertical axis is used for clarity of
presentation.

By way of example, Fig. 5 shows the motion of the
device, along with both fPTO and fex, for a given sea
state realisation using the obtained optimal S⋆max and
F⋆
max, confirming the capability of the controller in strictly

adhering to the specified physical constraints.

6. CONCLUSION

The paper examines the relationship between the achiev-
able force and stroke PTO constraint landscape, within
which the control problem has a feasible solution, and
the cost of achieving those constraints, closely related to
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Time traces for fPTO (solid line) and fex (dashed
line). (b) Time traces for z(t) (solid line) and ż(t)
(dashed line). The considered limits Smax and Fmax

are indicated in each corresponding plot using dotted
lines.

LCoE. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the
first time that such a study has been undertaken. Since
a number of simplifying assumptions have been used to
relate LCoE to Smax and Fmax, the process could be
enhanced by a more comprehensive economic model. How-
ever, even with such simplifying assumptions, the relation-
ship between the PTO cost and (Smax, Fmax) is nonlinear,
with a resulting nontrivial problem in optimising LCoE
(or LCoE). The use of a brute-force approach results in a
parametric study which reveals the full PTO configuration
landscape, showing a relatively high sensitivity of LCoE to
(Smax, Fmax). This indicates the need to carefully choose
the PTO characteristics to maximise the economic per-
formance of a wave energy project. The presented control
co-design procedure is not limited to the pseudospectral
control method employed; rather, any WEC control phi-
losophy which calculates an optimal (hard) constrained
solution could be included. Finally, a more comprehensive
analysis would employ a statistical scatter plot represen-
tation of the sea conditions at a chosen wave energy site.
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